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NEW QUESTION: 1
Die statische Adressierung wurde wÃ¤hrend der Netzwerkwartung
durch eine dynamische Adressierung ersetzt. Nach der Wartung
meldeten mehrere Benutzer Verbindungsprobleme. Ein Techniker
sieht Folgendes, wenn er die Adresszuweisungen auf der
Workstation eines Benutzers Ã¼berprÃ¼ft:
IP-Adresse 169.254.1.2
Der Techniker versucht, Befehle auszufÃ¼hren, die den PC
zwingen, eine neue IP-Adresse anzufordern, aber der Techniker
erhÃ¤lt dieselbe Adresse. Welche der folgenden Aktionen sollte
der Techniker als NÃ„CHSTES ausfÃ¼hren?
A. FÃ¼hren Sie den Befehl ipconfig / flushdns aus, um den PC zu
zwingen, den DNS-Server fÃ¼r seine nÃ¤chste Anforderung zu
verwenden.
B. ÃœberprÃ¼fen Sie den DHCP-Server, um sicherzustellen, dass

der Bereich fÃ¼r alle Benutzer groÃŸ genug ist.
C. Ersetzen Sie das Netzwerkkabel vom PC zur Wandbuchse.
D. Schalten Sie den PC auf das drahtlose Netzwerk um, damit die
Benutzer wieder arbeiten kÃ¶nnen.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A customer notifies you that Active IQ is showing a warning
that a broadcast domain in their environment has been
configured with ports from multiple VLANs.
Referring to the exhibit, which two statements are correct?
(Choose two.)
A. You should change the LIF service policy to net-intercluster
to prevent the LIFs from failing over to the eOM ports.
B. A VLAN tag cannot be assigned to the eOM port, so the
configuration is acceptable.
C. You should move the eOM ports to a Broadcast Domain that is
dedicated to only management traffic.
D. You should configure eOM so that it is tagged on vlan 40.
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
In order to exploit some new storage tiers that have been
provisioned by a storage administrator, the partitions of a
large heap table must be moved to other tablespaces in your
Oracle 12c database?
Both local and global partitioned B-tree Indexes are defined on
the table.
A high volume of transactions access the table during the day
and a medium volume of transactions access it at night and
during weekends.
Minimal disrupt ion to availability is required.
Which three statements are true about this requirement?
A. The partitions can be compressed in the new tablespaces.
B. Local indexes must be rebuilt manually after moving the
partitions.
C. The partitions can be moved online to new tablespaces.
D. The partitions can be compressed in the same tablespaces.
E. Global indexes must be rebuilt manually after moving the
partitions.
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
A: You can create and rebuild indexes online. Therefore, you
can update base tables at the same time you are building or
rebuilding indexes on that table. You can perform DML
operations while the index build is taking place, but DDL
operations are not allowed. Parallel execution is not supported

when creating or rebuilding an index online.
D: Moving (Rebuilding) Index-Organized Tables Because
index-organized tables are primarily stored in a B-tree index,
you can encounter fragmentation as a consequence of incremental
updates. However, you can use the ALTER TABLE...MOVE statement
to rebuild the index and reduce this fragmentation.
C: If a table can be compressed in the new tablespace, also it
can be compressed in the same tablespace.
Incorrect:
Not B, not E: Local and Global indexes can be automatically
rebuild with UPDATE INDEXES when
you move the table.

NEW QUESTION: 4
which command can view the disk normal identified under solaris
system?
A. lspv
B. fdisk
C. lsdev
D. format
Answer: B
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